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SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Total coops = 27,625
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SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Total coops with data on membership = 9,280



Dispersion of  Membership of  Producer 

and Marketing Cooperatives

SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Selected coops with data 
on membership.

➢ One half of the 

coops have only 

50 members or 

less

➢ Almost eight out of 

every ten coops 

have only 100 

members or less



SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Total coops with data on assets = 21,126



Dispersion of  Assets of  Producer and 

Marketing Cooperatives

SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Selected coops with data 
on assets.

ASSET 

RANGE

# OF 

COOPS
%

250,000                241 32%

500,000                355 47%

750,000                411 55%

1,000,000            441 59%

2,000,000            540 72%

5,000,000            634 85%

10,000,000          682 91%

50,000,000          737 98%

100,000,000       742 99%

600,000,000       750 100%

➢ One half of the 

coops have assets 

of P750,000 and 

below

➢ Seven out of every 

ten coops have 

assets of P2 

million or less



SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Total coops with data on gross income = 11,760



SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Total coops with data on net surplus = 11,875



SOURCE:  CDA 2017.  Total producer and marketing coops = 7,433



MAJOR OBSERVATIONS
• Producer and marketing coops (excluding 

multipurpose coops) comprise the largest number 
and percentage of coops 

• Compared to coops in other clusters, producer and 
marketing coops have smaller membership and lower 
assets, gross income and net surplus

• There is no single cooperative structure for producer 
and marketing coops, although federations and 
unions have been formed at various levels

• Most of the small and micro producer and marketing 
coops are probably unaffiliated



APEX  ISSUES
• Do we need a cooperative apex?
• Do we need a similar “apex” for producer and 

marketing coops?
• How can a restructured producer and marketing coop 

pillar help strengthen the coops?
• How do we reorganize the producer and marketing 

coops?
• What will be the system of representation and 

governance in the producer and marketing pillar?
• How do we finance and sustain the activities of the 

producer and marketing pillar?
• What is our timetable for this restructuring?


